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An essential introduction to applying research for busy architects and designers The competitive

design market and the need to create enduring value place high demands on architects and

designers to expand their knowledge base to be able to digest and utilize multiple sources of

information. Expected by their clients to be well versed on all aspects of a project, time-constrained

architects and designers need quick responses in the face of daily challenges. As a result, these

professionals must&#151;more than ever&#151;rely on, and apply, readily accessible information

culled from sound research to gain a competitive advantage. The Designer's Guide to Doing

Research serves as an introductory guide on the general concepts and processes that define

"good" research. Organized logically with the practical tools necessary to obtain research for all

facets of the designer's workflow, this book offers:   Material written in an accessible format

specifically for practitioners   Reliable content by experienced authors&#151;a noted environmental

psychologist and an interior design educator who is also a practitioner and writer   Tools for

planning, executing, and utilizing research presented in an easy-to-follow format along with case

studies, sources, and applications   Written for all practices and people concerned with the built

environment, from architects and interior designers to facility managers, landscape architects, and

urban planners, this book serves as an invaluable starting point for gathering and implementing

research effectively.
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From the Author Sally Augustin: Why should you be doing research now?  Using research to

streamline the design options you work with can save you time and that means more income for

you.  If your design work can be linked to research, many of your clients will be more comfortable

with the decisions that they make and that youâ€™ve made.  Itâ€™s ethical to research. Design has

a significant influence on how people heal, learn, work, shop, live, and love. You need to know how

your design decisions influence those processes.  The world is changing. And becoming even more

complicated. Designers are being asked to create spaces for people theyâ€™ve never met who are

doing things they themselves have never done, within a culture theyâ€™ve never experienced â€“

which leads a slew of questions to be answered.  After their professional training, designers begin to

live in the physical world differently than people without that training. Research re-connects you to

the world of the â€œun-trained.â€•  Researchers have probed topics related to your current project

â€“ if you research, you can speed up your own original research efforts â€“ or maybe find the

answers to all your questions without writing a single survey or interview question (or doing any

other primary research) yourself.  Even if you think you know all about the circumstances under

which people will use the place or object youâ€™re designing, itâ€™s important to verify that your

info is really applicable and current.  The research process is getting more straightforward as

additional information on techniques and analysis tools are available online.  Designing requires you

to do the same sort of thinking that researching does â€“ so youâ€™re really researching anyway,

whether you acknowledge that youâ€™re doing so or not. Researching builds a strong and useful

knowledge base for future work, particularly if youâ€™re organized about the process and your

findings.

"The author advises is on the best research techniques to use at each stage of the design process,

with helpful chapters on research instruments, data collection techniques, and rules of thumb. With

contributions from prominent design researchers, The Designer's Guide to Doing Research is an

indispensable read for any student of design research who wants to spring into action." (Contract

Magazine, June 2012) "The book offers a tremendous assortment of research tools, ranging from

finely-tuned versions of familiar client survey preference forms to plans for innovative onâ€“site

charrettes and keenly focused postâ€“occupancy evaluations." (ArchNewsNow.com, February 2012)
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